Introduction
Basing on the theory of one-dimensional wave, authors have studied the problem of longitudinal shock of solid object onto the elastic bar placed on the viscoelastic foundation with constant resistance of a part of the bar side face.
The purpose of this paper is to determine stress state of the bar. The diagram of the problem is The general solution of Eq.(2.1) on the different zones is
{2.2c)
The equation of motion of the other part of the bar is
Therefore we have Initial condition: has the form (3.2).
From condition (2.6b) we have According to (2.6c) we have
The general solution of Eq.(3.5),is -K2 z.
Basing on the continuous characteristics of function
and x = L, we have: tP2 (L, -;;) = 0 and H = Ho = 0, where Ho is integral constant
The wave function 'tj!HZ) at the bar end with L :::; t:::
1+a>.
\Ou(Z-2L).
The wave function 'tj!; (at + x) on the zones II and III in the bar is 
EFa(wr + n2)
EFa(wr + n2)
According From condition (2.6c) we have
The general solution of this equation is (3.6b) 
From condition (3.3) on zones 6, 7, 8, 10, 11 and 13 in the bar the wave function ,Pi( at+ x) also has form (3.9). If the shock of a solid object to bar is still not finished yet in section 0 < t < 2 L , the study of the problem in the next sections a " is similar to the above section.
Determination of stress status of the bar
We have in zone la
in zones 1b, 2a, 2b and 3
in the remained zones
(4.
3)
The stress on the zones in the bar without resistance has the form According to the formula (4.4) and (3.4) we have the stress on zone I in the bar
a=-~Po (t-~) + EKr(at-Lr).
Basing on (4.4), (3.4) and· (3.7) the stress on zone II in the bar has form
e l+a>
From (3.8) and (4.2) the stress on zones 1c, 2b and 3 in the bar is 
at+x-2L
.
From (3.7), (3.8) and (4.4) the stress on zone III in the bar is
Basing on (4.4), (3.9) and (3.8) the stress on zones IV, V, VI in the bar will be a= E{. -- By the same way we can determine the stress on the remaining zones in the bar.
Conclusion
Using the well known wave method the authors study the problem of longitudinal shock of solid objeCt on the elastic bar placed on the visco-elastic foundation with constant resistance of a part of the bar side face .
• The purpose of this pa11er is to determine stress state of the bar.
Mechanically, boundary restrains in this problem are wider than some problems studied in [1] [2] [3] . Technically, this model is similar to the problem of piling in a non-homogeneous foundation.
